
READING Is a SUPERPOWER with 
Spotlight graphic novels & comic books!

Here are some of the projects you can give to your 
students to make comics educational and enjoyable!

CHARACTER RESEARCH 
• Character Graph – Use the handout provided on page 2 to research information about a character from 

the books.  Pages 3-4 provide teachers with the answer key.

• Trivia Questions – Use the handout provided on page 5 to have students work independently, with a 
partner, or in a small group to research the trivia questions.  Page 6 provides teachers with the answer 
key.

CREATIVE WRITING PROJECTS
• Create an Alien Species – Use the handout from page 7 to provide students the questions to answer in 

order to create the background information on their own alien species. 

• Create a Graphic Novel – Use the handout from page 8 to form small groups and ask the groups to 
create their own graphic novels over the course of a week.

GLOSSARY WORDS
• A teacher reference list of all 5th and 6th grade level words found in the books with defi nitions is 

provided on pages 9-17.  Please use as you like. 

• Vocabulary Matching – Use the handouts on page 18 as games for students to match words to 
defi nitions.  Answer sheet is on page 19. 

• Vocabulary Words – Use the sheets on page 20 to have students research and become comfortable 
using a dictionary to fi nd the defi nitions of words.  An answer sheet is on page 21.

STAR WARS TERMINOLOGY
• Do you feel lost when your students talk about Star Wars? Use the Star Wars specifi c terminology list 

on page 22 to stay in the loop!  This list of vocab words include the names, places, and technology 
included in this set of Star Wars books. A full list of all Star Wars terms is also available in a separate 
Teacher’s Guide for you to download.

Comic book text is short, but that doesn’t 
mean students don’t learn a lot from it!  
Comic books and graphic novels can be 

used to teach reading processes and 
writing techniques, such as pacing, 

as well as expand vocabulary.  
Use this PDF to help students get more 

out of their comic book reading. 

STAR WARS: THE CLONE WARS: SLAVES OF THE REPUBLIC



CHARACTER RESEARCH
Star Wars

Directions: Choose one of the characters below and use the Internet to fi nd the information and fi ll
out the character graph.

Anakin SkyWalker
Obi-Wan Kenobi

Yoda
Darth Sidious

R2-D2
Count Dooku
Ahsoka Tano

Asajj Ventress

ou

A
O

.

Side He/She
Fights For:

Allies:

Write any other interesting information about the character:

Appearance:

Enemies:

CHARACTER NAME:

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––



CHARACTER RESEARCH-CHARACTER GRAPH ANSWERS
Star Wars

CHARACTER NAME:  Anakin Skywalker
SIDE HE/SHE FIGHTS FOR:  Jedi Knights on the side of the Galactic Republic
APPEARANCE: Human Jedi, wears a Jedi robe
ALLIES:  Obi-Wan Kenobi and Senator Amidala
ENEMIES:  Count Dooku and Darth Sidious
WRITE ANY OTHER INTERESTING INFORMATION ABOUT THE CHARACTER. Answers will vary but may include: 
Anakin became a Jedi and fought for the Galactic Republic until he was seduced by the dark side 
and became a Dark Lord.

CHARACTER NAME:  Obi-Wan Kenobi
SIDE HE/SHE FIGHTS FOR:  Jedi Knights on the side of the Galactic Republic
APPEARANCE: Human Jedi, wears a Jedi robe
ALLIES:  Qui-Gon Jinn and Queen Amidala
ENEMIES: Count Dooku and Darth Sidious
WRITE ANY OTHER INTERESTING INFORMATION ABOUT THE CHARACTER.  Answers will vary

CHARACTER NAME:  Yoda
SIDE HE/SHE FIGHTS FOR:  Jedi Knights on the side of the Galactic Republic
APPEARANCE: Yoda’s species is not named, they are small humanoids with sharp, elfi n ears, ridges 
on their foreheads, and three-fi ngered hands. Their leathery skin and blood is green. 
ALLIES:  Obi-Wan Kenobi and Mace Windu
ENEMIES: Count Dooku and Darth Sidious
WRITE ANY OTHER INTERESTING INFORMATION ABOUT THE CHARACTER.  Answers will vary

CHARACTER NAME:  Darth Sidious
SIDE HE/SHE FIGHTS FOR:  Dark Side
APPEARANCE: Human 
ALLIES:  Darth Plagueis and Darth Maul
ENEMIES:  Queen Amidala and the Jedi Order
WRITE ANY OTHER INTERESTING INFORMATION ABOUT THE CHARACTER.  Answers will vary

CHARACTER NAME:  R2-D2 sometimes spelled Artoo-Detoo
SIDE HE/SHE FIGHTS FOR:  Galactic Republic
APPEARANCE: R2-series astromech droid 
ALLIES:  Anakin Skywalker
ENEMIES: Darth Vader and Senator Palpatine
WRITE ANY OTHER INTERESTING INFORMATION ABOUT THE CHARACTER.  Answers will vary, but may include: 
R2-D2’s equipment includes a buzz saw, an electric pike, drink trays, a fusion welder, thruster jets, 
and a hologram recorder/transmitter.



CHARACTER NAME:  Count Dooku
SIDE HE/SHE FIGHTS FOR:  Galactic Empire
APPEARANCE: Human 
ALLIES: Senator Palpatine and Ventress
ENEMIES: Yoda and the Jedi order
WRITE ANY OTHER INTERESTING INFORMATION ABOUT THE CHARACTER.  Answers will vary, but may include: 
Count Dooku was a Jedi Master who fell to the dark side of the Force and became the Dark Lord 
known as Darth Tyranus.

CHARACTER NAME:  Ahsoka Tano
SIDE HE/SHE FIGHTS FOR:  Jedi Knights
APPEARANCE: Togrutan - orange skin and large horn-like projections from the top of their heads.  
ALLIES: Anakin Skywalker and Obi-Wan Kenobi
ENEMIES: Senator Palpatine and Count Dooku
WRITE ANY OTHER INTERESTING INFORMATION ABOUT THE CHARACTER.  Answers will vary.

CHARACTER NAME:  Asajj Ventress
SIDE HE/SHE FIGHTS FOR:  Galactic Republic
APPEARANCE: Rattataki - near human species with chalk-white skin and bald heads 
ALLIES:  Count Dooku
ENEMIES:  Anakin Skywalker and the Jedi Order
WRITE ANY OTHER INTERESTING INFORMATION ABOUT THE CHARACTER.  Answers will vary, but may include: 
Ventress was trained as a Jedi Padawan but turned to the dark side after her Master was killed. 



TRIVIA QUESTIONS
Star Wars

1. What was the name of R2-D2’s sidekick?

2. What was the code name for the Rebel base on 
planet Hoth?

3. What creatures do the “Sand People” ride?

4. Who was Luke Skywalker’s father?

5. What is the name of the spacecraft that Han Solo 
commands?

6. What is mined on the planet Bespin?

7. Where do Gungans live?

8. Who is Han Solo’s fi rst mate?



TRIVIA QUESTIONS-ANSWERS
Star Wars

1.  What was the name of R2-D2’s sidekick?
C-3PO

2. What was the code name for the Rebel base on 
planet Hoth?
Echo Base

3. What creatures do the “Sand People” ride?
Banthas

4. Who was Luke Skywalker’s father?
Darth Vadar

5. What is the name of the spacecraft that Hans Solo 
commands?
Millennium Falcon

6. What is mined on the planet Bespin?
Tibanna Gas

7. Where do Gungans live?
In underwater cities on Naboo

8. Who is Hans Solo’s fi rst mate?
Chewbacca



Create an Alien Species
You can create an alien species fi t for Star Wars.  

On a separate sheet of paper, answer the following questions:

WHO ARE YOU?
What’s your species’s name?  Describe & draw your planet.  Describe & draw 
vehicles your hero uses, if any.

WHAT ARE YOU?
What kind of alien are you?  Do you have special features, abilities, or language? 

WHO ELSE IS THERE?
List the names of your archenemies, friends & allies, and the loved ones in your 
character’s life.

HOW DID YOU START?
How did your alien species get started? Describe your origins, your planet, your 
hero’s motivation, and other parts of your hero’s story.



Create a GRAPHIC NOVEL
It takes many people to create a graphic novel.  Writers and artists 

bring their talents together to create an illustrated story.  You can work 
with your classmates to create a graphic novel.  

Here’s what you need:

1. WRITERS - choose an author or two to write the story.  Authors will work 
with the pencillers to decide narration, dialog, panel divisions, pacing, and 
descriptions of the art.

2. PENCILLERS - choose artists to draw the panels in pencil.  Pencillers will 
work with the authors to draw exactly what they envision.  Pencillers will 
also work with letterers to provide enough space for the text and sound 
effects.

3. INKERS - choose artists with a steady hand to outline the panels and 
important art in them.  Inkers will work with the pencillers to decide what 
needs bold outlines. 

4. COLORISTS - choose detail-oriented people to color the inked panels.  
Colorists have to keep colors consistent throughout the panels.  Colorists 
will work with writers and pencillers to get the correct colors in the panels. 

5. LETTERERS - choose someone to insert the narration and dialog into the 
panels.  Letterers work with pencillers to make sure there is enough room 
for the text.  Letterers also work with the writers to make sure the text is 
in the correct place. 

6. PRODUCTION MANAGER - one person will need to oversee the entire 
project.  He or she will coordinate the different team members and make 
sure they are able to talk to each other.  The production manager will 
also create a schedule and make sure each team member follows it to 
complete the novel.



Glossary Words
The Clone Wars: Slaves of the Republic - Vol. 1 –  40 terms

achieve - successfully accomplish.
acknowledged - recognized the truth or existence of.
acquired - located and held.
anxieties - having feelings of uneasiness and worry.
colonize - to form and start a new town in a new place.
concentrate - to think harder.
coordinates - any of a set of numbers used to locate a point on a line or surface.
defenseless - not able to resist attack.
defensive - serving to protect or guard. 
destruction - the state of being destroyed.
detonator - a device that sets off something causing an explosion.
duel - a battle between two people.
eliminated - removed or gotten rid of.
galaxy - one of the very large groups of stars and planets that make up the universe.
intention - a plan.
invasion - the act of entering by force or as an enemy to attack.
launched - put into motion.
liberate - to free or let out.
minimal - the smallest or least possible amount, degree, or size.
minimize - to make as small as possible.
negotiate - to work out an agreement about the terms of something.
negotiator - a person who works out agreements between two people or parties.
neutral - not taking sides in a confl ict.
notorious - known for bad reasons.
paled - made or became weak or light in color.
planetary - of or relating to planets.
priority - something most important.
pursue - to chase or seek.
quadrant - one-quarter of a circle.
regardless - without paying attention to warnings or dangers; anyway.
repeatedly - happening again and again.
reputation - a quality or character seen by other people.
resistance - the act of fi ghting against or opposing.
sanctuary - a place of protection or refuge.
stronghold - a place that is very strong to protect against attack.
surrender - to give up.
thermal - having to do with heat.
tragic - very sad.
transmit - to send or convey from one person or place to another.
trigger - a small lever that when pressed or pulled causes a gun to fi re.

 



Glossary Words
The Clone Wars: Slaves of the Republic - Vol. 2 – 40 terms

abduct - to take away a person by force.
activated - made active; set into motion.
aggressive - very bold; acting is if full of power and authority.
amateur - a person who does not have a lot of experience in a certain fi eld.
armory - a place where weapons are kept.
assume - to take as true.
auctioned - sold to the highest bidder.
bondage - the condition of being forced to serve another; slavery.
bypass - to go around without traveling through a place.
civility - kind behavior; politeness.
desperate - having a great need.
disengage - to release from something or to stop fi ghting.
distorted - to make false or change the look or meaning of.
disturbing - interfering or interrupting.
engage - to battle with or to take part in something.
enslave - to make a slave of.
enterprise - a plan or project that is risky, bold, or diffi cult to carry out.
eventually - fi nally; after a while.
freighter - a ship for moving goods.
galaxy - one of the very large groups of stars and planets that make up the universe.
haven - a place for safety and shelter.
hostage - a person captured by another person or group in order to make a deal with authorities.
initiative - able to start things on one’s own.
intentionally - done on purpose.
investigate - to learn about something.
maintenance - of or relating to the taking care of something.
merchandise - goods for buying and selling.
negotiation - an agreement about the terms of something.
obliterated - destroyed or removed all traces of someone or something.
obscurity - a state of being hidden.
primitive - simple or not advanced.
propaganda - spreading ides or information to help or hurt someone.
reckless - showing not enough caution.
rumors - statements passed from person to person that have not been proven true.
scavengers - people who collect usable things from what has been thrown away by others.
smuggler - a person who take things in or out of a country illegally or in secret.
stalemate - a condition where neither side can win.
surrender - to give up.
transmission - things sent or passed along, such as messages.
warmongers - people who want or make war.

 



Glossary Words
The Clone Wars: Slaves of the Republic - Vol. 3 – 44 terms

abduct - to take away a person by force.
accomplices - the people who helped with a wrongdoing.
advisor - someone who gives advice.
apologies - statements people make to express that they are sorry for something.
attract - to draw or gather.
auction - a sale at which goods are sold to the highest bidder.
catacombs - underground mazes of tombs.
cherish - to value with great love and care.
compassion - a feeling of sharing another’s suffering that leads to a wanting to help.
complaint - something that one dislikes.
defeated - beaten or won a victory over.
demeanor - the way in which one conducts oneself.
desire - a strong want or wish for something.
detachment - a small military unit formed or sent for a special purpose.
detainment - a period of being held in the care of police.
dominate - to control by the use of power; to rise above.
dungeon - a dark underground prison or vault.
enslave - to make a slave of.
escort - to go along with someone or something to protect or as an honor.
eventually - fi nally; after a while.
exhaustive - careful and complete; tending to drain strength or resources.
exploited - used for one’s advantage.
formerly - in the past.
freelancing - working for many different employers, usually doing one assignment at a time.
galaxy - one of the very large groups of stars and planets that make up the universe.
heiress - a female who has the right to or has received the money or property of a person who has died.
hostilities - the state of being unfriendly or full of hate; acts of war.
impress - to be surprised, in a good way, by something someone has done.
impression - a belief or feeling that is created.
incident - an event or happening that may form part of a larger event.
innate - something you’re born with.
insolent - proud or bold.
intruder - a person who enters without being asked or wanted.
legendary - having to do with a popular story that has been handed down from an earlier time.
merchandise - goods for buying and selling.
oblivion - lacking attention.
obvious - easily seen or understood; clear.
pathetic - causing feelings of sorrow or sadness.
preoccupied - held the interest or attention of beforehand.
primitive - simple or not advanced.
smuggling - the act of taking things in or out of a country illegally or in secret.
subtle - diffi cult to understand or detect.
surrender - to give up.
transmit - send or convey from one person or place to another.

 



Glossary Words
The Clone Wars: Slaves of the Republic - Vol. 4 – 55 terms

alliance - a person, a group, or a nation united for a special purpose.
ambush - a surprise attack.
anticipate - to deal with in advance.
auction - a sale at which goods are sold to the highest bidder.
bureaucrats - members of a rule or law-making group.
coercion - the act of pressuring a person to do something.
commerce - the buying and selling of goods or services.
compliance - to agree or follow someone’s orders.
convictions - beliefs or opinions that are strongly held.
corrupt - showing dishonest or improper behavior.
determination - the act of making a fi rm, purposeful decision.
diplomacy - the practice of handling discussions and compromises between nations.
discard - to throw out or away.
discipline - training of the body or mind to obey rules.
eagerly - wanting very much.
en route - along the way to.
enslave - to make a slave of.
esteemed - to have a high opinion of; respect.
eventually - fi nally; after a while.
forsaken - gave up or left behind.
franchises - to allow people to sell one’s product or service.
gratifying - pleasing or satisfying.
guild - a group of people who work together on a common interest.
humiliate - to cause to lose pride or feel poorly about oneself. 
hypocrites - people who do the opposite of what they say.
ideals - a model of excellence or perfection.
impatience - the state of being unwilling or unable to wait calmly.
innocent - free from guilt or blame.
insolent - proud or bold.
liberate - to free or let out.
oblivion - the state or condition of being entirely forgotten.
occupied - to take and control.
oppression - harsh, cruel, or unfair use of power.
pacifi sts - people who are against fi ghting or war.
proceedings - events taking place over time.
processing - doing something by following certain steps.
propaganda - spreading ideas or information to help or hurt someone.
prosperity - being successful or thriving.
rebellion - the act of fi ghting against those in control or refusing to obey their rules.
rebirth - to be built up or to rise again.
resolve - to fi nd an answer to or a way to fi x something.
rumors - statements passed from person to person that has not been proven true.
sacrifi ces - surrendering things for something or someone else.
sedate - to drug.
smuggler - a person who take things in or out of a country illegally or in secret.
specimen - something being tested or studied.
submission - the condition of obeying the control of another.
submitted - sent for review or approval.
surrender - to give up.



GLOSSARY WORDS: The Clone Wars: Slaves of the Republic - Vol. 4 - 55 terms
Continued...

tainted - not pure; dishonest or improper.
technology - using scientifi c knowledge for practical purposes, especially in industry.
testament - a statement of one’s beliefs.
united - the joining together of persons or things.
vilify - to speak bad about someone or something.
virtually - for the most part; almost.

 



Glossary Words
The Clone Wars: Slaves of the Republic - Vol. 5 – 67 terms

accomplish - to do or complete.
advantages - a better chance or position; the good that is gained from something.
advisor - someone who gives advice.
allegiance - loyalty to a country, government, or cause.
ambitious - having or showing a strong desire to succeed.
anticipated - dealt with something in advance.
apprentice - a person who learns a trade or a craft from a skilled worker.
attempting - to try or seek.
bide - to wait.
bondage - the condition of being forced to serve another; slavery.
burden - something that is hard to live with.
commitment - an agreement to do something in the future.
compassion - a feeling of sharing another’s suffering that leads to a wanting to help.
compliance - to agree or follow someone’s orders.
corrupt - showing dishonest or improper behavior.
defi ance - the act of resisting boldly.
desire - a strong want or wish for something.
despair - having no hope.
desperately - with great need.
en route - along the way to.
enslave - to make a slave of.
enslavement - of or relating to the making slaves of people.
entertained - pleased and kept the interest of.
execution - the carrying out of a death sentence.
extermination - to get rid of by destroying; wipe out.
facility - a building built for a specifi c purpose, such as a jail.
forbidden - not allowed.
formalities - requirements because of laws or regular practices.
formidable - impressive or fearsome.
foundry - a building or factory where metal things are made.
illusion - a misleading image or perception.
invested - put time and effort into something for benefi t or advantage.
invincible - not able to be captured or overcome.
legendary - having to do with a popular story that has been handed down from an earlier time.
liberated - freed from traditional attitudes.
magnifi cent - very grand in size or beauty.
mischief - causing trouble or being bothersome.
neutral - not taking sides in a confl ict.
noble - a person of high rank or title; showing a strong or excellent mind or character.
oppressed - ruled or governed in a harsh, cruel, or unfair way.
passion - a strong feeling or like for something.
passionate - having or showing strong emotions.
pathetic - causing feelings of sorrow or sadness.
possess - to own or have.
predictable - able to be guessed ahead of time on the basis of observation, experience, or reasoning.
preserve - to keep safe from lose.
problematic - being diffi cult or causing doubt or trouble.
promotion - a raise to a higher grade or position.
protest - to tell or show objection to something.



GLOSSARY WORDS: The Clone Wars: Slaves of the Republic - Vol. 5 - 67 terms
Continued...

pursue - to chase or seek.
rendezvous - a plan to meet at a certain place and time.
resolve - to fi nd an answer to or a way to fi x something.
restraint - the act of keeping or the device that keeps something from moving.
sanctuary - a place of protection or refuge.
selfl essness - thinking of and putting others before oneself.
servitude - slavery.
severely - very strong.
stature - status as measured by skill or what the person has done.
subjugation - to make submissive or to control.
supervise - to watch over the workers and direct during the carrying out of a task.
surrender - to give up.
tolerated - put up with.
transport - the act of carrying something from one place to another.
treachery - violating faith or confi dence.
tyrant - a ruler who governs with unfairness and cruelty.
unconditional - not limited.
unleash - to free or let out.

 



Glossary Words
The Clone Wars: Slaves of the Republic - Vol. 6 – 63 terms

appreciate - to be grateful for.
assassin - one who plans and murders a certain person.
bargaining - to talk over the terms of a sale or agreement.
betrayal - the act of being untruthful or unfaithful to.
cherish - to value with great love and care.
combat - a war or a fi ght.
concentrate - to think harder.
contrary - completely different.
corrupt - showing dishonest or improper behavior.
cultivation - the act of preparing and improving.
defi ance - the act of resisting boldly.
despair - having no hope.
detention - of or used to hold people either as a punishment or until a trial can be held.
devoted - very loyal or faithful.
dismissive - to not take seriously or to quickly send away.
dispatched - sent away quickly for a certain purpose.
eliminated - removed or gotten rid of.
endured - to suffer through something until the end.
engage - to battle with or to take part in something.
evaluated - to judge or set the worth of.
eventually - fi nally; after a while.
facility - a building built for a specifi c purpose, such as a jail.
fi ltration - to pass through or subject to a fi lter.
foremost - fi rst in time, place, importance, or rank.
foundry - a building or factory where metal things are made.
galaxy - one of the very large groups of stars that make up the universe.
garrison - troops or guards.
grid - parallel horizontal and vertical lines that cross each other to form squares of equal size.
hostage - a person captured by another person or group in order to make a deal with authorities.
indebted - owing money, thanks, or a favor to another person.
liberate - to free or let out.
mediate - to help fi nd an agreement between two fi ghting parties.
miserable - very unhappy.
negative - not helpful; bad.
negotiation - an agreement about the terms of something.
passive - not acting or operating against something.
penetrated - passed through or entered.
permanent - lasting for a long time.
personality - the set of feeling and behaviors that make a person different from other people.
proceed - to begin or go on to do something.
processing - doing something by following certain steps.
purge - to get rid of.
pursue - to chase or seek.
rebelled - fought against those in control or refused to obey their rules.
rebellious - tending to disobey authority or government.
recommend - to suggest.
reinforcements - things that strengthen by providing assistance or support.
release - to let go.
reunited - gathered together after being separated.



GLOSSARY WORDS: The Clone Wars: Slaves of the Republic - Vol. 6 - 63 terms
Continued...

revolution - a very great change in something that causes many other things to change.
rotations - cycles of movement around an axis; a unit of time measured by how long it takes for the planet 
to completely spin around once (one rotation = one day).
sacrifi ced - surrendered one thing for another or someone else.
scans - the data gained from scanning or examining.
sequence - a continued or connected series.
subjected - to make open or to put or bring under power.
submission - the condition of obeying the control of another.
surrender - to give up.
temporary - for a short time.
transport - the act of carrying something from one place to another.
trigger - a small lever that when pressed or pulled causes a gun to fi re.
turbines - devices with blades that turn by a moving force, such as water, steam, gas, or wind. It turns 
moving energy into power.
unfortunate - having bad luck.
victorious - to win.



VOCABULARY MATCHING
Star Wars: The Clone Wars: Slaves of the Republic
Directions:  Match the words to their defi nitions.

stronghold  _____  1)  a building or factory where metal
                                                  things are made

reckless  ________  2)  a heavily defended place

tragic  __________  3)  a place where weapons are kept

      

foundry  ________  4)  very sad

armory  ________  5)  free from guilt or blame

innocent  _______  6)  showing not enough caution

Write a sentence using one of the words from above.



VOCABULARY MATCHING-ANSWERS
Star Wars: The Clone Wars:

Slaves of the Republic

2

6

4

1

3
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VOCABULARY WORDS
Star Wars: The Clone Wars: Slaves of the Republic
Directions:  Write the defi nitions to the vocabulary words below.

ambush 

forbidden          

enslave

reckless  

notorious



VOCABULARY WORDS-ANSWERS
Star Wars

Star Wars: The Clone Wars: Slaves of the Republic
ambush - a surprise attack.
forbidden - not allowed.
enslave - to make a slave of.
reckless - showing not enough caution.
notorious - known for bad reasons.



Star Wars Terms
The Clone Wars: Slaves of the Republic - 36 terms

Admiral - a high-ranking offi cer and commander of a group of soldiers or ships.
brigand - an outlaw or bandit, usually a member of a gang of robbers.
Chancellor - the head of the government; also known as Supreme Chancellor.
clones - genetically identical copies of organisms.
Comlink - a small device that allows two people to talk to each other from far away.
commander - a military rank or title.
Coruscant - a planet in the center of the galaxy. It was the seat of government for the Galactic Republic 
and the Galactic Empire.
droid - a robot.
droid army - an army of robots used for battle.
Drukarg highlands - a mountainous area of the planet Zygerria. 
Empire - the government established by Supreme Chancellor Palpatine to replace the Galactic Republic 
and bring Sith rule to the galaxy; also called the Galactic Empire.
general - a high-level military rank.
Governor - the head of government for a colony or area.
Jedi - a member of the Jedi Order who studies the Force.
Kadavo system - a star system that contained planet Kadavo.
Kiros - a planet that is home to Torguta colonists.
lightsaber - a weapon of the Jedi that lets out a powerful beam of light. It is also called a laser sword.
Malastare - a high-gravity planet, home to the Dug species, and a popular podrace location.
master - referring to Jedi Master, which is the second-highest rank a Jedi can obtain. A Jedi is a member 
of the Jedi Order who studies the Force.
millennia - a unit of time equal to 1,000 years.
minister - a person who represents a government in a different country.
Mynock - fl ying, bat-like creatures that chews on the power cables of starships.
Padawan - a person who is in training under a Jedi Knight or a Jedi Master; also called a Padawan learner 
or an apprentice Jedi.
Planet Kadavo - a purple planet under the control of Zygerrian slavers. The planet is where slaves are held 
until they are sold.
Planet Kiros - a planet that is home to Torguta colonists.
Republic - the galaxy government before the Galactic Empire was established; also called the Galactic 
Republic.
Separatists - people in the Separatist movement, which was a group that planned to leave the Galactic 
Republic and was led by Count Dooku.
Separatist committee - a group made up of the Separatist leaders to discuss and talk about plans.
Separatist Council - a group made up of the Separatist leaders to discuss and talk about plans.
Shili - the homeworld of the Togrutas people.
Techno Union - a group made up of different technology and manufacturing companies who all share the 
same interests and goals.
Togruta - a race of human-like species from the planet Shili. Togrutas have head-tails and hollow horns 
coming out of the top of their heads.
Twilight - a freighter ship used by Anakin Skywalker.
Zygerria - homeworld of the red-haired Zygerrian people. Zygerria is a major part of the galaxy slave 
trade.
Zygerrian - of or relating to the planet Zygerria or its people.
Zygerrian system - a star system located in the Outer Rim Territories and contains the planet Zygerria.


